THE JOURNEY BEGAN IN BRIDGE
PROGRAMME
BRIDGE PROGRAME
In 2013, I got a chance to participate in the online programme,
Bridge Programme(BP), founded by Marist Fathers. This is my first
online course thus it offers me the very first exposure to online
learning through BP platform. This is a stepping stone for my
education that bridge me from the way of traditional classroom
learning to the visual learning. The fundamental learning materials
and clear guidelines helps me familiarize with internet based learning
system in addition to enhancing my critical skills, communication
skills and four English skills. BP is a firm step through which I can
now continue my further degree.

HIGHER EDUCATION
In 2014, I was accepted by The Australian Catholic University (ACU)
opened for migrants and refugees from Thai-Burma Border, to
pursue the Diploma in Liberal Studies. The programme offers face to
face and online learning courses, nourishing me with international
knowledge and I could say this is the first exposure to what is
happening in the real world. I graduated from ACU in 2015 and in
the same year, the blessings came upon that I was offered a
scholarship to pursue Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in Liberal Studies
Education(BALSE), four year programme, in the Education University
of Hong Kong.

EXCHANGE STUDY
After completing my second year of BALSE, I was approved for the
exchange programme in the University of Wollongong in the Spring
semester, from July to November 2017. During the period of five
months, I have basically chosen to study the courses about
communication, culture and politics. I am looking forward to study
and learn in a new environment and see the beauty in some parts of
Australia.

THANK YOU!
I would like to send a great gratitude to all the Marist fathers’ family
and friends, ACU family, professors and teachers who had taught
and shown me courage, competence and care so that I could pursue
the Higher Education. I believe that the academic I have achieved
and will achieve not only benefits me but also can be a contribution
to the community where I am from. This is not the end of my
journey however, I am very blessed to have a strong foundation and
a well beginning.
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